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Tridente 16'
 al 32° Trofeo Accademia Navale  2015

Finally, after two days with yoo windy weather, we had the Sunday, May 3 with light but 
steady wind from SSE and calm sea that enabled the smooth running of 3 trials. The 
impeccable organization of the Sailing Section of the Naval Academy, which for the first 
time hosts the Tridente 16 'at the TAN, has allowed the 30 boats entered to show up 
exactly on time at the starting line.

The race course very technical, also characterized by strong currents, has put a strain on 
the capacity of concentration and seamanship of the crews but did not change the top 
positions  of  the  ranking:  first  the  crew  Mancini-Brunazzo-Salamone  from  Francesco 
Morosini Naval School, second place to the crew Mainero-Bracci-Bracci, and third place to 
the twins Stillone, also called "the terribles", with Valerio Borghesi. Fourth place to the 
British crew led by Willmot (first team of foreign Naval Academies teams) and fifth the 
crew ITA 1 of Accademia Navale with helmsman Palmieri.

Crews at the end of races moved to the village Tuttovela for the awards rite, where the 
Commander  Rear  Admiral  Maurizio  Ertreo  with  his  officers  and  the  Chairman  of  the 
"Tridente  Class"  rewarded  crews.  After  the  official  ceremony  and  the  collection  of 
signatures of the participants on the board of TAN 2015, the latest photos and greetings 
with goodbye to the 33th edition of the event.

In  addition  to  the  Foreign  Naval  Academies  participated  athletes  from CV Antignano, 
Congrega Velisti Cesenatico, CN Riccione, CN Senigallia, CV Torrette Fano.
We thank the officers, non-commissioned officers, students and all the military and civilian 
personnel  of  the  Academy who have  done  everything possible  for  the  success  of  the 
event, as always adding a touch of personal generosity and sympathy.

Upcoming dates for the Tridente class: the National Race in Cesenatico on 29 and 30 
August and the Italian Championship in Torrette di Fano on 12 and 13 September!


